### Outstanding Period Costumes

**Amazing Stories**

The Cellar

While restoring an old Iowa farmhouse, Sam discovers a time portal in the storm cellar that transports him to 1919.

---

**American Horror Story: 1984**

Camp Redwood

In the summer of 1984, five friends escape Los Angeles to work as counselors at Camp Redwood. As they adjust to their new jobs, they quickly learn that the only thing scarier than campfire tales is the past coming to haunt you.

---

**Anne With An E**

The Better Feelings Of My Heart

Change is in the air as Anne turns toward college to start the next chapter of her life. It's her biggest adventure to date.

---

**Barkskins**

The Law Of Two

The Iroquois come to Wobik to collect their dead. Trepagny leads Melissande back to the Doma while Delphine embarks on her new life with Pierre Gasquet. Goames and Yvon travel to Quebec to seek answers from Captain Wale of the Hudson’s Bay Company.

---

**Belgravia**

Episode One

The Trenchard family have recently ascended to the aristocratic society of London’s Belgravia, but a decades old love affair comes back to haunt them and jeopardise the happiness of many.

---

**Black Monday**

Violent Crooks And Cooks Of Books

Blair and Dawn take to the skies to pursue a new investor. Mo and Keith struggle with relocation.

---

**Catherine The Great**

Episode One

Beset by challengers to her throne and plagued with division in her court, Catherine tightens her grip on Russia. Along the way she meets the dashing Lieutenant Potemkin, but exterior forces threaten to tear them apart before they even have the chance to begin.

---

**A Christmas Carol**

An original take on Dickens’s iconic ghost story, A Christmas Carol is a spine-tingling immersion into Scrooge’s dark night of the soul.
### City On A Hill

**Mayor Curley And The Last Hurrah**

Jackie celebrates another moment in the spotlight. Decourcy considers the best course of action to carry out justice for the murdered guards. Jimmy is desperate to weasel his way out of a mess, even if it means putting his brother’s future into question. Jenny faces what has been haunting her.

### The Clark Sisters: First Ladies Of Gospel

The Clark Sisters: First Ladies of Gospel recounts the story of the legendary pioneers of contemporary gospel music and their trailblazing mother, Mattie Moss Clark.

### The Crown

**Cri De Coeur**

As her marriage disintegrates, Margaret seeks comfort elsewhere. But her fragile state of mind and lack of family support make true happiness elusive.

### The Dead Lands

**A Question Of Identity**

Mehe and Waka search for — and find — Te Kaipō, a powerful Shaman responsible for breaking the world.

### Dead Still

**Development**

The darkly comic Irish murder mystery set during the Victorian era of the real-life practice of post-mortem photography follows memorial photographer Brock Blennerhasset as he commemorates the recently deceased. When a heavy storm descends upon the area, Brock and Conall are forced to stay at a client’s potentially haunted house.

### The Deuce

**The Camera Loves You**

On the eve of 1985, Vincent reconnects with his ex-wife, Andrea, as his open relationship with Abby grows more distant. Despite becoming a family man, Frankie continues risky side hustles. With the VHS format shaking up their industry, Candy and Harvey travel to Las Vegas for an adult film convention.

### Dickinson

**There’s A Certain Slant Of Light**

On Christmas, Emily tries to be the good little woman. Zosia Mamet guest stars.

### Dolly Parton’s Heartstrings: These Old Bones

A mysterious mountain woman steps into the spotlight as a lawyer struggles to find her voice of seeing, believing and everything between.

### Dracula

**Blood Vessel**

A ship bound for England veers toward a terrible fate orchestrated by its dark passenger. But Dracula soon encounters an obstacle in his path.

### For All Mankind

**Red Moon**

NASA is in crisis as the Soviets land the first man on the moon in 1969, the beginning of an alternate history.
GLOW
A Very GLOW Christmas
With morale running low, Carmen convinces the team to perform A Christmas Carol in the ring. Debbie and Bash strike up an unlikely new partnership.

Godfather Of Harlem
Chickens Come Home To Roost
In the days following the assassination of JFK, Bumpy (Forest Whitaker) must defend himself against murder charges and send his family away for safety. Malcom (Nigél Thatch) is expelled from the Nation and Bumpy realizes he will have to protect his friend against a slew of enemies.

The Great
The Beaver's Nose
Catherine's decides to move forward with the coup on her birthday. Peter isn't so easily overcome and holds Leo hostage as collateral. In exchange for a return to her status, Marial betrays Catherine to Peter and reveals a secret. The battle begins.

Hollywood
A Hollywood Ending
Jack, Archie and Ray grieve a loss. Camille receives advice from her idol as Dick unveils his plan to release Meg.

Hunters
While Visions Of Safta Danced In His Head
Using clues discovered at Holstedder’s, The Hunters discover an impending Nazi attack just weeks away. Grappling with his decision to leave The Hunt, Jonah is haunted by visions of his late grandmother from her days in the concentration camps. Travis narrows in on Millie as she follows The Hunters’ trail.

I Know This Much Is True
Episode Six
After a startling confrontation, Dominick seeks reconciliation with those closest to him and receives an answer to the question that has haunted him all his life.

Little America
The Cowboy
A Nigerian student finds a sense of connection through Oklahoma's cowboy culture.

The Man In The High Castle
Hexagram 64
Juliana Crain finds herself in a new world. In the wake of an attack on Trade Minister Tagomi, Chief Inspector Kido begins a crackdown against the suspected culprits: the Black Communist Rebellion. John Smith leads a military incursion into the Neutral Zone. Helen Smith’s new independence is tested.

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
It's Comedy Or Cabbage
Midge runs into an old friend in Miami. Abe grows frustrated with his beatnik friends while Rose reaches her breaking point with Shirley.
**Mindhunter**
Episode 7
Hitting a dead end, Holden suggests a bold plan to draw the killer out. Bill’s family faces more scrutiny. Wendy chafes as her job begins to shift.

**Miracle Workers: Dark Ages**
Moving Out Part 2
Al and Prince Chauncley face their biggest challenge yet. Lower Murkford braces for the Valdrogian invasion.

**mixed-ish**
Nothing’s Gonna Stop Us Now
After learning that scientist predict the ozone layer will be depleted in 20 years, Rainbow panics and tries to implement Earth Day at school; Rainbow is forced to take matters in her own hands to fight the cause.

**Mrs. America**
Shirley
Shirley Chisholm makes a historic run for president, while Gloria struggles to play politics at the DNC. Phyllis takes her new anti-ERA organization national.

**My Brilliant Friend: The Story Of A New Name**
Chapter 15: Ghosts
Elena’s developed into an elegant, cultured young woman – but still feels like an outsider. After a consequential breakup, Elena falls ill and is visited by her mother. During the night, Elena reads Lila’s diaries, and discovers Lila’s dedication to her new role in the face of Stefano’s increasingly-violent behavior.

**Narcos: Mexico**
Growth, Prosperity, And Liberation
Félix stakes the future of his entire cartel on the delivery of 70 tons of cocaine as Walt and the DEA plan to topple the kingpin’s empire.

**On Becoming A God In Central Florida**
Many Masters
Obie and Louise Garbeau host a lavish motivational retreat at Paradise Cay for Washington-level entrepreneurs.

**Outlander**
The Fiery Cross
Following celebrations in honor of Brianna and Roger’s wedding, Governor Tryon reminds Jamie of his obligation to hunt down Murtagh Fitzgibbons. He also expects Jamie to raise a militia to quell the Regulators if necessary. Brianna, meanwhile, is reminded of her past trauma when she inadvertently hears some devastating news.

**Patsy & Loretta**
Patsy & Loretta is based on the untold true story of the friendship between two of country music’s greatest icons, Patsy Cline and Loretta Lynn. Already well established in her career, Patsy takes Loretta under her wing, helping her navigate the male-dominated Nashville music industry.
**Peaky Blinders**

The Loop

Tommy calls a truce and meets with Jimmy McCavern. A lucrative business opportunity presents itself. Aberama is asked to put love before revenge.

---

**Penny Dreadful: City Of Angels**

Wicked Old World

Tiago and Molly visit Santa Monica Pier to escape their complicated lives. Livid at the murder of his friends, Lewis interrogates Brian Koenig. Councilwoman Beverly Beck vows to fight Townsend and Alex. Peter discovers a dark truth when he visits Elsa at home. Mateo visits the Crimson Cat dance hall.

---

**Pennyworth**

The Landlord’s Daughter

Alfred (Jack Bannon) turns down an offer from billionaire businessman Thomas Wayne (Ben Aldridge), and instead accepts an assignment that positions him in the crosshairs of one of the East End’s most dastardly figures.

---

**The Plot Against America**

Part 1

Herman anticipates a promotion at work and takes his family to look at a bigger house, though Bess is concerned to leave their Jewish neighborhood amid anti-Semitism sparked by Lindbergh’s presidential campaign. Evelyn is charmed by distinguished local clergyman Rabbi Lionel Bengelsdorf. Alvin Levin seeks retaliation for an aggrieved friend.

---

**Pose**

Acting Up

Convinced Madonna’s Vogue will lead to mainstream acceptance, Blanca encourages the House of Evangelista to follow their dreams despite putting her own on the backburner. Meanwhile, Pray Tell joins an activist organization fighting for the rights of HIV positive people.

---

**Project Blue Book**

Close Encounters

While reminiscing on the set of Close Encounters of the Third Kind, Hynek recounts his experiences with the infamous Robertson Panel and the eccentric alien contactee for whom he put everything on the line.

---

**Sanditon (MASTERPIECE)**

Episode 6

At loggerheads over the disappearance of Miss Lambe, Charlotte and Sidney comb the London underworld to find her. Meanwhile, Tom tries to save Sanditon and his marriage, and Edward and Clara hatch a cunning plot to seize Lady Denham’s legacy.

---

**Snowfall**

Cash And Carry

Franklin puts his new business plan into motion, then takes a business trip with Avi. Teddy and Julia work hard to forge new alliances in Costa Rica. Gustavo struggles to learn how to work with his new Mexican partner.

---

**The Spy**

Alone In Damascus

Eli makes an influential ally. Though early operations in Damascus quickly bear fruit, Dan fears Eli’s bold methods will get him killed.
Stranger Things
Chapter Two: The Mall Rats
Nancy and Jonathan follow a lead, Steve and Robin sign on to a secret mission, and Max and Eleven go shopping. A rattled Billy has troubling visions.

Tales From The Loop
Loop
A young girl living in a small town becomes curious about the mysterious work her mother conducts beneath ground at a facility known as the Loop.

Tales From The Loop
Transpose
The townspeople who live above The Loop, a machine built to unlock and explore the mysteries of the universe, experience things previously consigned to the realm of science fiction.

The Terror: Infamy
Taizo
A story of the past provides insight into the present evil that stalks the Terminal Islanders. Chester returns home to his family. Henry and Asako are faced with a difficult decision.

Togo
Togo is the untold true story set in the winter of 1925 that takes you across the treacherous terrain of the Alaskan tundra for an exhilarating and uplifting adventure that will test the strength, courage and determination of one man, Leonhard Seppala, and his lead dog, Togo.

Troop Zero
In rural 1977 Georgia, a misfit girl dreams of life in outer space. When a national competition offers her a chance at her dream, to be recorded on NASA’s Golden Record, she recruits a makeshift troop of Birdie Scouts, forging friendships that last a lifetime and beyond.

Vikings
Death And The Serpent
Bjorn is forced to act quickly in the aftermath of the election for the King of all Norway. The bandits attack Lagertha’s village again but victory for the bandits looks less certain. Back in Kattegat, haunted and paranoid, Hvitserk continues to unravel.

Why Women Kill
I Found Out What The Secret...
Beth Ann is elated when Rob ends his affair, but that feeling is short-lived. Simone and Karl work on their relationship but conflict ensues as Naomi grows suspicious of Tommy’s behavior. Eli, Taylor and Jade try to work out their issues by heading to a polyamory retreat.

World On Fire (MASTERPIECE)
Episode 6
Paris falls to the Nazis, and Webster and Albert’s lives are turned upside down.

Wu-Tang: An American Saga
All In Together Now
The death of a friend sends Dennis spiraling and divides Staten Island.
The Flower Girls and the Stepney Boys are two rival gangs of body snatchers - waging all-out war for turf and bodies. But Rabbit finds himself ostracized from the case due to his age.
Altered Carbon
Broken Angels
With the fate of the whole planet on the line, Kovacs, Quell and team race to find Konrad Harlan and stop a catastrophic blast of Angelfire.

Another Life
How The Light Gets Lost
Emotions run high during the Salvare’s strange trip through a dark matter field. Sasha zeroes in on William’s weakness. Erik receives devastating news.

Black Lightning
The Book Of War: Chapter 3: Liberation
Gravedigger and the Markovians continue their invasion of Freeland, and Inspector Bill and the Resistance get an unexpected assistance. Odell sends Grey to get the case from Lady Eve, and Anissa and Grace are forced to fight each other while protecting the meta kids at the Pit.

The Boys
The Name Of The Game
When a Supe kills the love of his life, A/V salesman Hughie Campbell teams up with Billy Butcher, a vigilante hell-bent on punishing corrupt Supes -- and Hughie’s life will never be the same again.

Carnival Row
Aisling
Philo investigates the murder of a mysterious fae. Tourmaline introduces Vignette to a new group of faeries. Imogen tries to have Agreus removed from the neighborhood. Jonah disappears.

Chilling Adventures Of Sabrina
Chapter Twenty-Eight: Sabrina Is Legend
The lines between past, present and future blur as Sabrina stages an act of heroic restoration. But will her powers prove to be enough?

Doctor Who
The Timeless Children
This is going to hurt. In the epic and emotional series finale, the Cybermen are on the march. As the last remaining humans are ruthlessly hunted down, Graham, Ryan and Yaz face a terrifying fight to survive.

The Expanse
Jetsam
Avasarala is blindsided while on a visit to Mars. The Roci crew continue their protomolecule investigation while tensions between the RCE and Belters reach a tipping point. Drummer and Ashford track down a terrorist.

Future Man
There Will Be Borscht
Josh puts his faith in The Voice while Wolf basks in his element and Tiger struggles to adapt.
The Handmaid's Tale
Household
June accompanies the Waterfords to Washington D.C., where a powerful family offers a glimpse of the future of Gilead. June makes an important connection as she attempts to protect Nichole.

His Dark Materials
The Idea of North
Lyra arrives to her new life in London, determined to find Roger with Mrs. Coulter's help. The Gyptians continue their search for the missing children and the elusive Gobblers.

Jim Henson's The Dark Crystal: Age Of Resistance
By Gelfling Hand...
Lore breaks out of his chamber to help Brea. As news of the General's deed spreads, Seladon calls the other Maudras to the Citadel.

Legion
Chapter 20
David gains a following.

Lost In Space
Ninety-Seven
The mission to save Scarecrow takes an unexpected turn, throwing the Resolute into chaos. Judy hatches a plan to get a ship to Alpha Centauri.

The Mandalorian
Chapter 3: The Sin
True to the Bounty Hunter’s Guild code, the Mandalorian delivers the Child to the client, but goes back to rescue him when he senses the former Imperial’s deadly intentions. Mando battles the client’s stormtroopers and Guild leader Greef Karga (Carl Weathers) with help from his fellow Mandalorians.

SEE
Fresh Blood
The twins struggle to keep a secret from their mother.

Star Trek: Picard
Absolute Candor
The crew's journey to Freeccloud takes a detour when Picard orders a stop at the planet Vashti, where Picard and Raffi relocated Romulan refugees 14 years earlier. Upon arrival, Picard reunites with Elnor, a young Romulan he befriended during the relocation.

Stargirl
Pilot
Courtney's seemingly perfect life in Los Angeles gets upended with a move to Nebraska.

Titans
Nightwing
The titans reassemble under Dick, now Nightwing, to fight Deathstroke and attempt to save Jericho. But that's not the only struggle they face - as the team finds themselves up against mind-altered versions of Gar and Conner, who are now supercharged weapons.
**Watchmen**

*It’s Summer And We’re Running Out Of Ice*

In an alternate America where police conceal their identities behind masks to protect themselves from a terrorist organization, Detective Angela Abar investigates the attempted murder of a fellow officer with Chief, Judd Crawford. Meanwhile, the Lord of a Country Estate receives an anniversary gift from his loyal servants.

---

**Watchmen**

*This Extraordinary Being*

Deep under the influence of Nostalgia, Angela gets a firsthand account of her grandfather’s journey.

---

**Westworld**

*Parce Domine*

Season premiere. Dolores escapes into the real world, where she infiltrates a technocratic elite, and discovers that their world is not so different from her own. Caleb, a struggling veteran trying to better himself, has a life-changing encounter. Bernard’s attempts to lie low under a new identity are threatened.

---

**What We Do In The Shadows**

*Nouveau Théâtre des Vampires*

The vampires try to survive without Guillermo, while they prepare to attend the most exclusive event on the vampiric social calendar.

---

**The Witcher**

*Of Banquets, Bastards And Burials*

Against his better judgement, Geralt accompanies Jaskier to a royal ball. Ciri wanders into an enchanted forest. Yennefer tries to protect her charges.

---

**End of Category**
### Outstanding Contemporary Costumes

#### The Affair
**Episode 511**
It’s Whitney’s wedding day and everything comes full circle.

#### After Life
**Episode 5**
The curtains go up on the community theater revue and things go about as well as can be expected. Tony receives devastating news.

#### AJ And The Queen
**Dallas**
The end of the tour arrives as Ruby competes in Miss Drag USA, AJ prepares for Pop Pop’s farm, and Brianna attempts one last desperate leap of faith.

#### American Son
American Son tells the story of Kendra Ellis-Connor (Kerry Washington), the mother of a missing teenage boy, as she struggles to put pieces together in a police station. The adaptation presents four viewpoints and navigates the dynamic of an interracial couple raising a mixed-race son.

#### Armistead Maupin’s Tales Of The City
**A Touch O’ Butch**
Everyone looks after Anna following a medical incident. The twins fill DeDe's house with social influencers. Mary Ann and Brian have a heart-to-heart.

#### Atypical
**Best Laid Plans**
Paige invites Sam to redefine their romance, Casey struggles with complicated feelings, and Elsa attempts to find a new normal with Doug.

#### Avenue 5
**Then Who Was That On The Ladder?**
With Judd worried about his reputation, Iris arranges a meet-and-greet with several passengers in his luxury suite. Frustrated by a bridge crew with no answers, Ryan and Billie bond with the engineers below deck. Matt encourages Frank to become the man he always wanted to be.

#### Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens
**Paperwork**
Nora attempts to cash a check to pick her car up from an impound lot, only to discover that her bank has closed her account.

#### Bad Education
Frank Tassone and Pam Gluckin who reign over a Long Island school district on the verge of the nation’s top spot, spurring record college admissions and property values. When an embezzlement scheme surfaces that threatens to destroy all they’ve built, Frank is forced to maintain order— by whatever means necessary.
**Ballers**

**Municipal**
Spencer settles into his position, making a potentially unpopular decision. With Sports X teetering on the edge financially, Joe gets jealous when Kate tries to woo an important editor at a launch party. Ricky tries his hand at being a radio host and voices his true feelings about Spencer.

---

**Baskets**

**Housewarming**
A carpet emergency interrupts Christine's wedding plans.

---

**Better Call Saul**

**Magic Man**
Now doing business as Saul Goodman, Jimmy unveils an unorthodox strategy for client development that tests Kim's tolerance of his new legal persona. Lalo searches for the mysterious Michael, only to discover a problem within his own operation.

---

**Better Things**

**New Orleans**
Sam goes to a wedding.

---

**Betty**

**Happy Birthday, Tyler**
Why do rich girls want broke girl problems? When will Honeybear stop dodging her crush? And Janay – are you sure this is how you want to spend your birthday?

---

**Big Little Lies**

**She Knows**
Mary Louise grows increasingly concerned about Celeste's parenting; Madeline tries to make things right with Ed.

---

**Billions**

**The New Decas**
Bobby Axelrod reaches a major milestone. Chuck struggles to get his bearings, and he and Wendy navigate a new normal. Tensions are high at Axe Cap now that Taylor Mason is back. Axe faces off against new rival Mike Prince. Taylor wrestles with a decision.

---

**Black Mirror**

**Rachel, Jack And Ashley Too**
A lonely teen becomes obsessed with a robot doll based on her pop star idol, Ashley O -- just as the real life Ashley's life begins to unravel.

---

**Black Mirror**

**Smithereens**
A London rideshare driver ignites an international crisis when he kidnaps a worker from a social media company.
black-ish
Hair Day
Bow takes Diane to get her hair done at the salon and wants to spend this time together as a bonding opportunity, but Diane isn't having it. Diane is conflicted about relaxing her hair again and embarks on a hair journey with the help of Bow, Ruby and her hair.

#blackAF
because of slavery
Shooting a documentary for her NYU application, Brea introduces her unfiltered family as Kenya considers toning down his flexing around white people.

Blow The Man Down
Welcome to Easter Cove, a fishing village on Maine’s rocky coast. Grieving the loss of their mother, Mary Beth and Priscilla Connolly cover up a gruesome run-in with a dangerous man, leading them deeper into Easter Cove’s underbelly where they uncover the town matriarchs’ darkest secrets.

Bob Hearts Abishola
A Big White Thumb
Abishola invites Bob to an intimate part of her life -- church; Kemi fights with Ogechi to be Chukwuemeka's favorite.

The Bold Type
The Space Between
Kat and Adena need to work together on a Scarlet project, which becomes tense when Adena learns about Kat’s recent romantic relationships. Sutton earns her first solo styling gig, hoping it leads to being a fashion influencer. Jane makes a decision about her health in regard to her BRCA-1 status.

Bosch
Money, Honey
Bosch dives deeper into Daisy Clayton’s troubled past. Edgar scrambles to find evidence confirming Bosch’s suspicions in the Kent case. Hovan goes undercover to learn more about Avril’s criminal dealings. Crate and Barrel return to the Homicide table, but their celebration is overshadowed by bad news.

Breeders
No Honeymoon
Paul attempts to focus on his upcoming wedding but is constantly thwarted by his family; Ally is distracted by work, Luke is misbehaving at school and Leah doesn’t understand why they are even bothering to get married.

Briarpatch
Terrible, Shocking Things
Jake throws a party. Allegra discovers a secret. A mysterious figure arrives, offering warnings and vodka sodas.

Cherish The Day
Genesis
A chance meeting between Gently James, a well-traveled caregiver from the West Adams district, and Evan Fisher, a software engineer, turns into an odyssey through south Los Angeles in which details of Gently’s untraditional childhood come to light.
Dare Me
Rapprochement
Beth reasserts her authority by enticing the squad to a wild, adult party at the Playland Motel.

DAVE
Jail
When the label rejects Dave’s first single, Jail, Benny Blanco suggests Dave leak it on The Breakfast Club. Dave eventually realizes the friends he expected to protect him from corporate interference are actually protecting him from himself. In the end, Dave protects what matters most: his friendships.

David Makes Man
Son Of Man
Raynan and David discuss Dr. Bree’s prescription pad. David watches Seren sing at church. Gloria invites Seren to join them for Halloween, and Ms. Elijah dresses him in a Victor/Victoria costume. David spots Desmond, and he is brought back to the night he witnessed Sky’s murder.

Daybreak
Canta Tu Vida
Josh boots Wesley, Eli and Angelica from the mall after learning the truth about Sam. Also, Crumble searches for her truth -- and something to eat.

Dead To Me
If Only You Knew
Judy receives a rude awakening after a romantic night, while Jen looks to make a positive contribution to the community — and a client.

Defending Jacob
Job
As the trial begins, Jacob’s fate hangs in the balance.

Devs
Episode 5
Kenton pays Jamie a visit to guarantee his silence, while Katie uses the Devs system to look back into the past.

Divorce
Knock, Knock
As each of their relationships reach a moment of truth, Frances and Robert face the reality of post-divorce life. Frances urges her new colleagues to break out of their comfort zones. With her career in jeopardy, Dallas discovers what she really wants. Diane reconsiders her relationship with Gordon.

The Eddy
Elliot
As jazz club owner Elliot juggles financial problems, band tensions and a visit from his teenage daughter, a shocking turn of events upends his life.

El Camino: A Breaking Bad Movie
In the wake of his dramatic escape from captivity, Jesse Pinkman (Aaron Paul) must come to terms with his past in order to forge some kind of future.
**Empire**

Cold Cold Man

Cookie becomes frustrated with Lucious, who is struggling to accept their relationship is over. They attend the ASA Awards.

**Empire**

What Is Love

The Empire has been splintered. Lucious is on the run from the FBI as a fugitive. Running the Empire throne is Andre, who encounters competition for company control. Meanwhile, Cookie has moved on and has become a popular TV personality.

**The End Of The F***ing World**

Episode 1

Newly released from prison, a brooding young woman named Bonnie sets out to avenge the death of her lover.

**Euphoria**

The Next Episode

On Halloween, Rue worries about her reliance on Jules, while Jules exhibits concerning behavior. McKay questions his future in football. After a weird night with McKay, Cassie spends time with Daniel. Business is booming for Kat and she pushes Ethan away. Nate tries to get his life back on track.

**Evil**

October 31

On Halloween night, Kristen and David are sent to assess an exorcism, but once the pair analyzes the situation, they are at odds while trying to determine whether it is a supernatural demonic possession, or severe mental disease escalated by physical and mental distress.

**The Feed**

Episode 1

In the near future, people’s minds are connected to The Feed, giving them instant connectivity. When something or someone invades The Feed, its creator must the seek the help of his estranged son.

**Feel Good**

Episode 1

Comedian Mae embarks on an intense relationship with George, a woman who's only dated men. But they both hold back important parts of themselves.

**For Life**

Fathers

When Maskins and Cyrus Hunt try to thwart Aaron’s attempt at a retrial, Aaron is forced to attempt a desperate move, risking the wrath of a powerful new adversary. The election comes to a head as Safiya tries to warn Aaron that he is now a marked man.

**Four Weddings And A Funeral**

Kash With A K

Coming off a devastating heartbreak, Maya travels to London for her best friend Ainsley's wedding. While in town, Maya reconnects with her old college friends, Craig and Duffy, and finds herself thrust into their personal crises.
Fresh Off The Boat
Jessica Town/Cold Open
In an alternate reality, Jessica becomes the mayor of Jessica Town where it is Christmas all the time. The entire cast is transported into a Dickens Victorian era Christmas experience.

Fuller House
A Modest Proposal
A dutiful DJ springs into action when Fernando asks for help proposing to Kimmy -- again. But the results are even bigger and better than she expected.

Gentefied
Brown Love
Nayeli interviews Ana and Yessika for school, a change in the shop's decor hits Casimiro hard, and Erik searches for a chance to pop the question.

Gentefied
Casimiro
As their abuelo struggles to make rent on his Boyle Heights taco shop, aspiring chef Chris, artist Ana and father-to-be Erik face tough decisions.

Goliath
Good Morning, Central Valley
As Billy and Patty begin a class action lawsuit against the corporate farmers, the Blackwoods start dealing with everyone who gets in their way, including Billy.

The Good Doctor
Take My Hand
As a conspiracy theorist (Josh Malina) questions Dr. Neil Melendez’s diagnosis, Dr. Claire Brown treats a woman whose inability to feel pain is threatening both her marriage and her life. Meanwhile, Dr. Shaun Murphy and Dr. Aaron Glassman each face crises in their romantic relationships.

The Good Fight
The Gang Is Satirized And Doesn’t Like It
A former divorce client, Duncan Herz, seeks the firm’s help — claiming a new play in Chicago is based on his divorce. Diane attempts to get to the heart of Memo 618 when a missing case leads her to the corporate overlords themselves, STR Laurie.

Good Girls
Nana
Beth agrees to pick up a mysterious package for Rio in order to get back in his good graces. Just as Annie finds unexpected support from Josh, she receives devastating news about an old friend. Meanwhile, Stan has a surprise for Ruby that makes her question their involvement with crime.

The Good Place
You've Changed, Man
Chidi proposes an alternative afterlife: everyone takes personalized morality tests, and reboots until they pass and get to enter The Good Place. A simulated Timothy Olyphant helps convince The Judge to abandon her plan to reset Earth, and once Shawn admits his battles with Michael have been enjoyable, he agrees.
Good Trouble

Trap Heals

The Coterie members attend Trap Heals while facing tough decisions. Malika feels the weight of her fractured family. Callie deals with a moral dilemma. Mariana is blindsided by a confession. Gael struggles with Dennis’ request. Lindsay gives Alice some advice. Davia worries about rocking-the-boat, and Dennis finally confronts his feelings.

Grace And Frankie

The Tank

Grace’s loyalties are tested as she and Frankie face the Sharks. Robert scrambles to recoup the money he donated. Bud meets his long-lost cousin.

Greenleaf

Surprise!

Lady Mae and Bishop Greenleaf throw an impromptu party to subvert Harmony and Hope's plans for Calvary. Charity’s loyalties are questioned, and Grace navigates between playing the obedient pastor for Judee Whitmore and her parents’ schemes.

grown-ish

Age Ain't Nothing But A Number

Zoey’s twenty-first birthday celebration takes an unexpected turn when she makes a big decision regarding her future. Meanwhile, Doug learns that he’s the reason Jazz is distracted from track.

High Fidelity

Top Five Heartbreaks

After a first date and hookup gone wrong with nice guy, Clyde, record store owner, Rob Brooks, goes into an emotional tailspin in which she recounts the ups and downs of her All-Time Top Five Most Memorable Heartbreaks.

Hightown

Love You Like A Sister

NMFS (National Marine Fisheries Service) agent Jackie Quiñones has a wrench thrown in her fun, free-wheeling, booze-added life when she uncovers a dead body on the beach, plunging her into the center of a complicated – and dangerous – opioid ring investigation.

Home Before Dark

Magic Hour

Young reporter Hilde Lisko and her family are settling into their new life in a small town—until a shocking event changes everything.

Homecoming

People

Jackie wakes up in a boat with no idea how she got there or who she is. She meets Buddy, who takes her to a neighborhood bar, Skins, where a bartender helps her discover where she was the night before.

Homeland

F*cker Shot Me

Saul finds an unlikely ally. So does Carrie.
I Am Not Okay With This
Deepest, Darkest Secret
Armed with new insight about her dad, Syd vows to stay positive as she goes to the homecoming dance.

Indebted
Everybody's Talking About The Shiva
After Deb’s Aunt Judith dies, she passes the torch of hosting shiva to Rebecca and Dave. They put a modern spin on old traditions, which makes Debbie regret passing the torch, and Joanna is worried she will die alone, which forces her to look for love in unlikely places.

Insatiable
The Most You You Can Be
The Miss American Lady pageant declares its winner as shocking truths come to light, and Patty embraces her inner self, much to Bob’s dismay.

Insecure
Lowkey Trippin'
Molly and Andrew embark on the ultimate double-date.

It's Always Sunny In Philadelphia
The Janitor Always Mops Twice
In the black-and-white noir world of his memory, Charlie navigates the seedy underbelly of Philadelphia as Frank has been diarrhea poisoned, and it’s up to Charlie to clean up the mess.

Jett
Daisy
Hoping to go straight, recently paroled master thief Daisy Jett Kowalski is enlisted by crime boss Charlie Baudelaire to steal a ring from Miljan Bestic, an Eastern European overlord living in Cuba.

Kidding
The Death Of Fil
After an international incident, Jeff, Deirdre, Will and Seb attend a funeral at sea.

Killing Eve
Are You From Pinner?
Villanelle returns home to Mother Russia to try to find her family. Perhaps a new connection to her roots will give her back what’s been missing from her life.

The Kominsky Method
Chapter 10. An Old Flame, An Old Wick
Norman and Madelyn get closer as they spend time together in Santa Barbara. When Sandy meets Mindy’s boyfriend, he discovers they have a lot in common.

The L Word: Generation Q
Lost Love
Bette prepares for an important mayoral debate. Alice lands a huge guest and encourages Nat to branch out. Shane visits a bar and gets embroiled in the lives of two employees. Micah is unsure where he stands with his crush, and a budding relationship forces Finley to confront her past.
**Last Man Standing**
Romancing The Stone
The Baxter's, especially Vanessa struggle with how involved to be in their Mothers/Grandmothers wedding to Ed, the owner of Outdoor Man and friend of Mike Baxter.

**Little Fires Everywhere**
Seventy Cents
Party preparations for Mirabelle's first birthday are underway as Mia helps Bebe search for her daughter. To Pearl's dismay, Moody tries to take their relationship to the next level at the Homecoming dance while Izzy sends a message to April. Mia's discovery at Mirabelle's birthday threatens her friendship with Elena.

**Living With Yourself**
The Best You Can Be
Fearing his career and relationship are both going down the tubes, Miles heeds the advice of a newly successful co-worker and visits a mysterious spa.

**Locke & Key**
Crown Of Shadows
The battle over the Omega Key leads to decisions that can't be undone - and a dangerous door that promises plenty of trouble ahead.

**Lodge 49**
Le Reve Impossible
In a foreign land, the Lynx search for the Grail and Ernie embraces his fate. Janet pulls Liz into a scheme. Blammo.

**Looking For Alaska**
The Nourishment Is Palatable
Despite the warnings of his friends, Miles agrees to spend Thanksgiving with Alaska at Culver Creek. But a trip to the Colonel's home for the holiday, designed to bring everyone together, only leaves our group further apart.

**Los Espookys**
El monstruo marino
After a longtime tourist attraction is compromised, the mayor of a seaside town is approached by Renaldo to create another. Disappointed after meeting her chat-room boyfriend, Tati decides to follow Beatriz's advice and be her own boss. Tico eyes a fortuitous partnership after running into Renaldo's favorite director in L.A.

**The Loudest Voice**
2008
With the election of Barack Hussein Obama, Roger and Fox News Channel have found the ultimate enemy to drive Fox's coverage and cement their ratings at #1. Roger fights to take full editorial control of Fox News. What no one suspects are the hidden depths of Roger's secret world.

**Love Life**
The Person
Darby takes a night for herself.
Mad About You
Anderson Cooper And Other Fantasies
When Lisa is double-booked on her celebrity pet-sitting obligations, Jamie volunteers Paul to stay at Anderson Cooper’s place, allowing him his first bachelor night in years.

Magnum P.I.
May The Best One Win
Magnum and Higgins are each hired by a different spouse who are in the middle of a contentious divorce to dig up dirt on the other; Rick and TC look into the death of an unidentified man.

Marvel’s Jessica Jones
A.K.A. You’re Welcome
Tensions run high between Jessica and Trish as Trish hones her new catlike skills and scours the city for a chance to be a hero.

Mayans M.C.
Kukulkan
A deal is on the table for the MC but the price is paid in blood.

Medical Police
Everybody Panic!
Locked up in a Chinese prison, Lola and Owen run into a friendly face. But they soon find out that being behind bars isn’t all fun and games.

Messiah
God Is Greater
Eva unearths alarming details about al-Masih’s past. Jibril’s and Samer’s paths unexpectedly collide. Rebecca steps up at a crucial moment.

Modern Love
Take Me As I Am, Whoever I Am
My personal life was another story. In love there’s no hiding: You have to let someone know who you are, but I didn’t have a clue who I was from one moment to the next.

The Morning Show
The Interview
Season finale. TMS faces a fateful day as a plan to shake up UBA is set in motion.

Motherland: Fort Salem
A Biddy’s Life
Abigail and Tally get excited as the men arrive to Fort Salem, while Raelle and Scylla’s romance is thrown off by the arrival of Scylla’s mysterious ex-boyfriend, Porter. Meanwhile, General Alder attempts diplomacy at The Hague - an international military council of witches - to discuss strategy against the Spree.

Mr Inbetween
Shoulda Tapped
Ray don’t tap but he gives good advice. Sometimes you have to take the scenic route.
Mr. Iglesias
Talent Show
To get his class comfortable with being in the spotlight, Gabe persuades them to perform in the school’s talent show. The catch? He must perform, too.

Mr. Robot
eXit
enuf is enuf. Elliot goes to the Washington Township power plant.

Mrs. Fletcher
Invisible Fence
Eve gets out of her comfort zone, joining Margo at a hip party in Brooklyn. Brendan and Chloe have an unexpected encounter at a college event promoting body-positivity.

Never Have I Ever
...felt super Indian
Devi’s high school is celebrating the Hindu holiday, Ganesh Puja, and Devi, who doesn’t feel Indian, feels out of place.

The New Pope
Episode 2
Voilèo, Gutierrez, Assente, Aguirre and Sofia travel to Sir John Brannox in the UK, to convince him to become Supreme Pontiff. An alluring but sensitive man who carries with him an unshakeable family tragedy, Brannox is harder to sway than expected. Meanwhile, Ester shares her son’s story with the press.

9-1-1
Athena Begins
When a murder weapon from a case close to Athena in the early ’90s resurfaces, flashbacks to 1989 show how Athena joined the LAPD and became the police officer she is today.

9-1-1: Lone Star
Pilot
Owen Strand, the lone survivor of his Manhattan firehouse on 9/11, takes his progressive philosophies of life and firefighting down to Austin, Texas, where he helps the firefighters of Firehouse 126 start anew.

Normal People
Episode 5
Connell and Marianne start socializing as friends in Dublin.

NOS4A2
Scissors For The Drifter
Vic finds herself trapped. Manx runs into trouble and calls Bing for help.

One Day At A Time
One Halloween At A Time
It’s a very scary Halloween when Lydia discovers something life altering in the kitchen trash. Schneider and Avery are determined to win an elaborate costume contest.
Orange Is The New Black
The Hidey Hole
Competition forces Daya to find a new mule. Piper decides to come out as a felon. Karla asks to leave for a custody hearing. Shani confides in Nicky.

Our Boys
Chapter 5: Shabbat Shalom
Mike worries that Simon risks crossing a line when he goes undercover as a reserve-duty soldier in Adam to learn more about Yosef and Rabbi Yizhak Ben Shoshan. Later, Simon works to get a tortured Avishai to open up to him, as Shabak readies to make crucial arrests.

Outer Banks
Pilot
After a hurricane, John B, JJ, Pope and Kiara plunge headlong into danger and adventure when they find a mysterious sunken wreck.

The Outsider
Foxhead
Sensing something ominous afoot, Claude reconnects with his brother Seale in Tennessee, while Holly, Ralph, Yunis and Andy follow him in hopes of isolating the evil force and thwarting its next kill. Meanwhile, a family visiting a local cave festival narrowly avoids a dangerous encounter.

Ozark
All In
While Wendy battles personal demons, Marty struggles to keep their lives from falling apart. Darlene does Ruth a favor.

The Politician
Pilot
After a charismatic candidate joins the race for student body president, Payton searches for a running mate who will make him seem more authentic.

Queen Sugar
I No Longer Imagine
Someone from Violet's past is looking for her. Nova deals with the family fallout from her book.

Quiz
Episode One
For Diana Ingram and brother Adrian, knowing the answer is a way of life, and both welcome the chance at winning a million pounds on the most popular game show on earth. Diana's husband is bewildered by his family's obsession until Diana turns to him to keep her dream alive.

Raising Dion
ISSUE #108: You Won't Like Him When He's Angry
Nicole puts everything on the line to rescue Dion from Suzanne and BIONA. Later, Charlotte uncovers a terrifying truth.

Ramy
You Are Naked In Front Of Your Sheikh
can we just pray together?
**The Ranch**
Not Everything’s About You
Maggie returns from Florida with news. When Dale uncovers a problem with the herd, Colt weighs whether to tell Lisa Neumann.

**Ray Donovan**
You’ll Never Walk Alone
Ray finally learns the truth about his sister Bridget’s death. Terry reckons with the death of a friend and his own mortality. Mickey’s quest for the money he’s owed comes to a head with a deadly face-off between the Sullivans and the Donovans.

**The Righteous Gemstones**
The Righteous Gemstones
Series Premiere. Jesse Gemstone receives a video from blackmailers seeking to sully his reputation.

**Riverdale**
Chapter Seventy-Four: Wicked Little Town
Kevin decides to revive Riverdale’s high school tradition of hosting a variety show. Mr. Honey forbids Kevin from performing a number from Hedwig and the Angry Inch, the gang rallies against Mr. Honey, each performing a song from the show.

**The Rookie**
Follow Up Day
Nolan is given life changing news and has grace over for dinner, the team follows up on dormant cases.

**Ruby Herring Mysteries: Her Last Breath**
Ruby and Detective Killian investigate a suspicious fatal car accident. With their yin and yang relationship, they solve the case, until Ruby finds new evidence that they may have it all wrong. Stars Taylor Cole, Stephen Huszar and John Wesley Shipp.

**Ruby Herring Mysteries: Prediction Murder**
Prediction Murder
When crime reporter Ruby Herring receives clues to a murder that happened five years earlier involving a local psychic, she joins forces with Detective Jake Killian to help crack the case. Starring Taylor Cole, and Stephen Huszar.

**RUN**
Jump
A dramatic detour finds Ruby and Billy in unknown territory as they’re forced to make a life-changing decision. As Ruby tries to keep everything together and get back on course, she and an emotional Billy seek the help of an amiable local taxidermist, Laurel.

**Schitt’s Creek**
Happy Ending
David is stressed out about the rain on his wedding day, so Patrick gets David a massage to help him relax. Meanwhile, Johnny scrambles to find a new venue, Alexis is embarrassed by a wardrobe oversight and Moira takes on the role of officiant.
Selah And The Spades
Five factions run the underground life at prestigious Haldwell boarding school. The head of the most powerful faction - The Spades - is Selah Summers. By turns charming and callous, she chooses whom to keep close and whom to cut loose, walking the fine line between being feared and loved.

Servant
Wood
As Leanne settles in, Sean worries that Dorothy and Jericho are not in good hands.

Sex Education
Episode 8
The talking cure may be failing Otis and Jean as they sort out their issues. A wary Maeve makes the finals. Sexy Shakespeare never goes out of style.

Share
After discovering a disturbing video from a night she doesn’t remember, sixteen-year-old Mandy must try and figure out what happened and how to navigate the escalating fallout.

Shrill
Skate
After a month of being her own boss, Annie is starting to crack. She can’t find work and she misses her old friends from The Thorn. Ryan comes with her to Ruthie’s roller-skating birthday party to reconnect with her old friends and face Gabe.

Silicon Valley
RussFest
Richard, Dinesh, Gilfoyle and Jared face their greatest challenge yet as a massive event tests PiperNet’s capabilities, while Laurie’s unexpected presence makes them wary of sabotage. Monica discovers Jian-Yang is using Pied Piper’s name for his own benefit.

Siren
The Last Mermaid
Mating season has been less successful than everyone hoped, leading them to question the possibility of mermaids procreating on land. Ryn brings a new mate ashore for the good of the colony, but it raises emotional questions for Ben and Maddie. Helen discovers more clues into her family.

Snowpiercer
Access Is Power
Layton (Daveed Diggs) descends into Snowpiercer’s black market with Till (Mickey Sumner), searching for both the killer and a valuable commodity for his revolution. Melanie (Jennifer Connelly) stages a prize fight to distract the passengers from mounting class tension.

Snowpiercer
The Universe Is Indifferent
On a divided Snowpiercer, Melanie (Jennifer Connelly) intensifies her search for Layton (Daveed Diggs). Meanwhile, Layton is weaponizing her secret, and Third Class faces a reckoning when he presents them with a choice.
**Soundtrack**

Track 8: Gigi And Jean

Vintage glamour, intriguing flirtation and dazzling theatrics collide as Gigi maneuvers her way through one emotional day in LA.

**South Side**

Chi-Town

Officer Turner’s father asks her to compete in a spades tournament, and Simon learns the moves for steppin’.

**Space Force**

LUNAR HABITAT

General Naird volunteers for Dr. Mallory’s Lunar Habitat Experiment. Meanwhile, Erin tries to throw a party, and Space Force gets a snazzy new look.

**Spinning Out**

Kiss And Cry

Kat and Justin's romance and Olympic dreams teeter on an edge while the relationships around them skid towards their own crossroads.

**Strike Back**

Episode 806

Mac is married with a daughter. In therapy and at home, Mac struggles with his time as a soldier, all the decisions he made and experiences he had that led up to that day in the Schwarzer Tempel Estate, where he was shot by Zayef Hajdari.

**Stumptown**

Rip City Dicks

In hopes of becoming a certified private investigator, Dex seeks mentorship from veteran PI Artie Banks: Hoffman grows suspicious of Grey after evidence proves that he has a connection a to a dead ex-con.

**Succession**

Hunting

Logan informs his skeptical management team of his plan to make another attempt to acquire Pierce, a rival media company and brings Frank back to work on the deal. Convinced the acquisition’s a terrible idea, Shiv asks Tom to deliver the message to Logan at a corporate retreat in Hungary.

**Superstore**

Sandra's Wedding

Sandra and Jerry are getting married! When Jonah’s attempt to help the caterers and Dina’s obsession with wedding security threaten to derail it all, it falls to Amy to make sure Sandra’s big day isn’t ruined.

**Sweet Magnolias**

What Fools These Mortals Be

As Bill makes a series of bad decisions that impact those closest to him, Noreen attends Kyle's play and Maddie takes a big step forward with Cal.
Let The Dead Bury The Dead
Clay is released on bail, Ani puts a plan to exonerate him into action, and the truth about Bryce's murder finally comes to light.

Strangers: Part Two
Season 4 finale - The Pearsons gather to celebrate Baby Jack's birthday.

Tertia Optio
Jack is granted permission from Senator Chapin to stay in Venezuela. President Reyes denies involvement in the events that are keeping Jack in country. Meanwhile, Jack and Harry team up to follow a lead that could create dissension within the ranks.

Free To Go
Tommy tries to help Norah Fayed (Salena Qureshi), a young woman who intentionally gets arrested to buy time for her political asylum request to be approved, and prevent her parents from forcing her to return home aboard.

A movie musical fantasia. When the Pfeffermans face a life-changing loss, they begin a journey hilarious, melancholy, brazen and bold. As they face this new transition, they confront grief and come together to celebrate connection, joy and transformation.

In a brave move to get Nia a role on Cocoa’s Butter, Hattie is fired from the show. Marie holds a special birthday dinner that takes a turn when an unexpected guest arrives.

As Karen and Grace Rasmussen compare notes on their cases, they consider an alarming possibility. In Washington, Marie's name is leaked to the press.

Kimmy Schmidt (Ellie Kemper) sets off on her biggest adventure yet. Three states! Private planes! Explosions! Karate! Will Kimmy defeat the Reverend (Jon Hamm) and get to her wedding on time? With the help of her friend Titus (Tituss Burgess), she's going to try, dammit!

A tight knit group of friends and family band together to help Wade embrace his new normal in the wake of the loss of his wife. Wade now single dad of two adolescent girls begins the process of dating again and finds out he's the perfect Unicorn; employed, attractive, committed.

Esty’s Berlin friends challenge many of her old beliefs but also provide a safe place to explore new ways of being. Yanky and Moishe search for Esty.
Upload
The Funeral
Scientists attempt to download a consciousness back into a clone body. Nathan attends his own funeral and Nora uncovers a mystery surrounding his death.

Upload
Welcome To Upload
After a self-driving car crash, Nathan is uploaded to Lakeview, his girlfriend’s family’s digital after-life, where he meets his customer service rep, Nora.

Vida
Episode 304
Lyn throws Marcos an epic, Vida-style, double-30 Queerceañera, and Emma goes on a psychedelic journey of self-exploration.

Virgin River
Carry On
When nurse practitioner Mel moves to a remote town in northern California looking for a new life, she's startled by the welcome she receives.

White Lines
Episode 9
Zoe's trial date arrives. David hits a snag in his efforts to help Oriol with psychedelics. Clint's investigative tactics cross a line.

Will & Grace
Performance Anxiety
Committed to becoming a father on his own, Will meets a potential surrogate with stellar reviews, but her lifestyle choices give Will doubts. In order to gain entry to AnnieCon, Grace pretends to be a formerly famous Annie, while Jack tags along in hopes of completing his celebrity hair E.G.O.T.

Work In Progress
176, 172, 171
Abby feels out of place when Chris takes her to a hip, sex-positive, queer wonderland for their second date and has a free therapy session.

Wu Assassins
Codladh Sámh
While Kai comes clean to his friends, Uncle Six realizes he and McCullough have more in common than their criminal activity in Chinatown.

Yellowstone
Resurrection Day
Tensions escalate as the Beck brothers become frustrated by the Duttons’ unwillingness to play ball. Jamie looks for a fresh start. Tate gets his first horse.
**You**

*A Fresh Start*

Joe -- now Will -- arrives in his own personal hell on Earth: LA. He's trying to go straight, but the past doesn't always leave well enough alone.

---

**Younger**

*Flush With Love*

Liza and Kelsey clash with Quinn, who’s walking the line between author and investor. Diana offends Enzo. Lauren throws a gender reveal party for Clare's baby.

---

**ZeroZeroZero**

*Transshipment*

While the Lynwoods ensure that their shipment continues its journey to Gioia Tauro, Manuel and his team spread terror and death among the narcos of Monterrey.

---

**Zoey's Extraordinary Playlist**

*Pilot*

A young woman discovers she has the ability to hear the innermost thoughts of people around her as songs and musical numbers.
Outstanding Costumes For A Variety, Nonfiction Or Reality Program

Astronomy Club: The Sketch Show
Ice Cube Day
Shawtane and Jerah celebrate Ice Cube Day. A throwback jams festival for the #MeToo era. An airline passenger is distracted ... by some twerking.

At Home With Amy Sedaris
Travel
Amy prepares to set sail on an ad-sponsored cruise to the Fedderland Islands! Before she shoves off, we’ll learn important travel tips from all the experts. How to pack light with Chassie Tucker, explore why sharp things make the best travel companions with Tony Pugnalata, and how to set-up a house-sitter with Patty Hogg.

Ben Platt Live From Radio City Music Hall
Backed by a full band and a ready wit, actor Ben Platt opens up a very personal songbook onstage -- numbers from his debut LP, Sing to Me Instead.

2019 BET Awards
Awards show celebrating achievements in entertainment and honors music, sports, television, and movies. Live performances are enjoyed and presented by Black Entertainment Television.

A Black Lady Sketch Show
3rd & Bonaparte Is Always In The Shade
Asia finds herself on the receiving end of a viral proposal; new recruits discuss goals at a gang orientation; church parishioners abuse their platform during prayer time; Dr. Haddassah, a conspiracizer, turns a wedding toast into a teachable moment; the beloved sitcom, 227, gets rebooted.

Brad Paisley Thinks He's Special
Country music superstar, Brad Paisley, hosts and executive produces this prime-time special. The variety special showcase the energy of Music City from Nashville's iconic War Memorial Auditorium through a combination of Paisley's signature humor, unexpected surprises, heartfelt field pieces and rousing musical performances.

Bring The Funny
The Finale
The remaining finalists give it their all in one final performance to impress the judges and America who will ultimately decide who wins the $250,000 grand prize and become the first ever winner of Bring the Funny.

CONAN
Conan takes his show to Comicon again, interviewing guests and immersing in the world of cosplay.

Cosmos: Possible Worlds
Seven Wonders Of The New World
Take a trip to the 2039 New York World’s Fair, where the problems we now consider hopeless have been solved and thrilling possibilities exist.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| The Daily Show With Trevor Noah         | Jaboukie Young-White Explores Corporations Capitalizing On Pride Month  
Jaboukie Young-White visits Pittsburgh, where a fracking company's sponsorship of the city's Pride march has the LGBTQ community rethinking how to celebrate Pride Month. |
| Dancing With The Stars                  | Halloween Night  
The eight remaining couples returned to the ballroom floor to celebrate Halloween and all of the fun and creepy things that go bump-bump-bump in the night! |
| Dave Chappelle: Sticks & Stones         | Dave Chappelle takes on gun culture, the opioid crisis and the tidal wave of celebrity scandals in a defiant stand-up special filmed in Atlanta.                                                                  |
| Desus & Mero                            | PJ Boys  
Desus Nice and The Kid Mero sound off on pop culture, politics, sports and more. Illustrious guest: David Letterman.                                                                                           |
| Drunk History                           | Fame  
Hedy Lamarr designs the first modern airplane wing, Eartha Kitt's activism provokes the ire of Lady Bird Johnson, and Alexis Pulaski's poodle becomes a huge star.                                                   |
| ENCORE!                                 | Godspell  
Twenty-one years ago, high school classmates from Dwight D. Eisenhower High School in Houston, Texas performed the Broadway classic Godspell. Now, the cast returns to reprise the roles of their youth with the help of Broadway professionals. |
| The Family                              | Submersion  
Journalist Jeff Sharlet details his days living at Ivanwald, a men's residence where he discovers the Family's allegiance to Jesus -- and to power.                                                             |
| Frankenstein's Monster's Monster, Frankenstein | When actor David Harbour finds lost footage of his father's disastrous televised stage play of a literary classic, he uncovers shocking family secrets.                                                              |
| Game On!                                | Celebrity Guest: Tony Hale & Bobby Moynihan  
Comedian Tony Hale joins Team Venus and former SNL star Bobby Moynihan joins Team Gronk as they compete in high risk danger sit ups, double dutch, try to spot the fake mascot and race through our jungle assault course. |
| Grant                                   | Freedom's Champion  
Ulysses S. Grant defeats Robert E. Lee and wins the Civil War, only to find that he will be called to duty again to serve as President during one of the most difficult times in American history. |
Haunted
Born Cursed
A boy who enters the world under special circumstances grows up convinced that an evil figure he calls The Hangman is following him and his family.

Have A Good Trip: Adventures In Psychedelics
Celebrities recall their most mind-bending trips via animations, reenactments, and more in this comedic documentary exploring the story of psychedelics.

Holey Moley
Literally Jumping The Shark
Holey Moley is the world’s most extreme miniature golf competition series, where mini-golf enthusiasts compete in multiple head to head battles on the toughest, craziest mini-golf course ever created, with one contestant winning $250,000 on the final hole designed by Holey Moley mini-golf pro Stephen Curry.

The Iliza Shlesinger Sketch Show
Episode 5
A family resemblance proves undeniable, a cold woman learns how to succeed at the office, and friends make the case for sticking with a TV show.

Jimmy Kimmel Live!
Jimmy Kimmel Live In Brooklyn - Jason Alexander, Tracy Morgan, John Krasinski, Paul Shaffer, and music from Kanye West
Live from the Brooklyn Academy of Music, Jimmy presents Jason Alexander, Tracy Morgan and the cast of Bagel Boss: The Musical as they perform their new Broadway hit based on the viral video of a very short man who went nuts in a Long Island bagel shop.

John Mulaney & The Sack Lunch Bunch
John Mulaney and his kid pals tackle existential topics for all ages with catchy songs, comedy sketches and special guests in a nostalgic variety special.

The Kacey Musgraves Christmas Show
Kacey Musgraves' update on the classic holiday variety special features new songs and time-honored classics. Special guests include Camila Cabello, Kendall Jenner, James Corden, Lana Del Rey, the Radio City Rockettes, and many more.

Last Week Tonight With John Oliver
Episode 629
Main Story: A look at how SLAPP suits are designed to stifle public dissent, featuring both an update on a lawsuit against the show, and a musical number on the streets of New York featuring a troupe of dancers, Brian D'Arcy James, and a barbershop quartet of squirrels.

The Late Late Show With James Corden
Crosswalk The Musical: Frozen (Featuring The Cast Of Frozen 2); And Guests Julie Andrews, Kristen Bell, Gary Clark Jr.
For the first time ever, Kristen Bell and Idina Menzel performed as Anna and Elsa, alongside Josh Gad, Jonathan Groff and James Corden in a Crosswalk the Musical featuring the songs from the Frozen movies.
Late Night With Seth Meyers

This episode of Late Night with Seth Meyers features a topical monologue, a recurring segment called The Check In in which Seth humorously checks in on a specific subject, and Point Counterpoint, a sketch featuring writers Amber Ruffin and Ally Hord engaged in friendly debate about topical subjects.

Legendary

Remember The Times

The Houses emulate their founding mothers in an "old way" vogue battle before turning the heat all the way up for some unforgettable floor performances.

The Little Mermaid Live!

This special tribute to the animated classic takes viewers on a magical adventure under the sea as live musical performances by a star-studded cast are interwoven into the original feature film.

Live In Front Of A Studio Audience: "All In The Family" And "Good Times"

The special will take viewers down memory lane, recreating an original episode from All in the Family and Good Times. This live, prime-time event hosted by Jimmy Kimmel and television icon Norman Lear will pay tribute to classic television sitcoms.

Making It

What Are You Made Of?

Ten new Makers join Amy Poehler and Nick Offerman in the craft barn to show off their making skills. For their first Faster Craft, they will make a physical representation of themselves as a food item. For the Master Craft, they'll recreate a favorite craft from their youth.

The Masked Singer

The Season Kick-Off Mask-Off: Group A

Television's biggest guessing game returns with Jamie Foxx as a guest panelist.

The Most Dangerous Animal Of All

My Identity

Adopted as an infant, Gary L. Stewart always struggled with his identity. After 39 years, the life long search for his biological parents reveals a truth he never could have imagined. This episode focuses on the tumultuous love story of Gary’s biological parents June and Earl Van Best.

Next In Fashion

Prints & Patterns

Go big and bold - or go home? Prints polarize the contestants as they break out new patterns and reflect on their origins with judge Prabal Gurung.

The Oscars

A global broadcast honoring the filmmaking community, televised live in the U.S. and in more than 250 countries/territories, featuring 24 awards categories from Cinematography to Best Picture, with presenters including Rami Malek and Regina King, performances by Elton John and Idina Menzel, and wins by Laura Dern and Brad Pitt.

A Parks And Recreation Special

Leslie Knope uses a phone tree to check-in with her friends, family, and favorite citizens of Pawnee -- finding a way to buoy their mental and emotional health during the COVID-19 pandemic.
RuPaul's Drag Race
I'm That Bitch
The 12th season of RuPaul's Drag Race introduces 13 new queens who are ready to pledge allegiance to the drag. In the premiere, Nicki Minaj guest judges the new cast. The first step toward the crown is having to write and perform an original rap number.

Saturday Night Live
Host: Eddie Murphy
After 35 years, Eddie makes a triumphant return to SNL, which he talks about in his monologue. Eddie reprises his classic characters in Mr. Robinson's Neighborhood; Gumby' Velvet Jones in game show parody, Black Jeopardy and Buckwheat revealed in a parody of The Masked Singer. Two performances by Lizzo.

Sherman's Showcase
The Showcase Dancers
Nigel Lythgoe introduces the dancers of Sherman's Showcase and shares significant moments in the series, including marriages between dancers, dancer-based controversies, and the show's only robotic dancer, the Funk-A-Tron 2000.

So You Think You Can Dance
Live Finale Winner Announced
The season 16 winner is revealed, as well as a showcase of the seasons favorite performances.

Songland
H.E.R.
R&B singer/songwriter/musician, H.E.R., comes to Songland to hear unknown songwriters pitch their original material. Three of the most successful and sought-after writer-producers in music produce the songwriters to creatively adapt their songs to perfectly fit the superstar artist.

The Titan Games
The Titan Games Premiere
The Titan Games premieres with an action-packed two-hour episode. In this episode, competitors from the Central division will compete in a best of three competition where the winner will move on to battle a Pro-Athlete Titan on Mt. Olympus, the consummate athletic test of speed, strength, agility and endurance.

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon
Episode 1152
The Tonight Show broadcasts from the University of Texas at Austin, opening with a musical production of Thank God I'm a Country Boy. Jimmy takes Matthew McConaughey's film class and learns two-step from Chip and Joanna Gaines. Plus, Gucci Mane performs a trap-version of The Eyes of Texas.

Washington
Father Of His Country
The Revolution is won but, the problems are just beginning. With the fate of the young republic at stake, Washington does what no revolutionary leader has done before: He wills the power to the people which sets a course that dictates much of the American experience to this day.
**We’re Here**

Farmington, New Mexico

The Queens visit the Four Corners area of New Mexico where they meet a mother and daughter mourning a family member who committed suicide, a public defender who runs a local LGBTQ charity, and an indigenous, gay photographer trying to bring attention to the Native community.

---

**What Just Happened??! With Fred Savage**

The Masked Assistant

The Flare star Tyler Ritter learns on Fred’s show that he’s been killed off in the series. Fred uses the format of The Masked Singer (2019) to pick a new assistant together with the show’s judge Ken Jeong. Fred Willard cameos.

---

**Wrap Battle**

Wrap Big Or Wrap At Home

Nine talented contestants compete to create eye-popping gift-wrapping masterpieces and tackle holiday-style challenges to win a grand prize worth $50,000. The winning wrapper gets the life changing opportunity to design their own holiday paper line for the Paper Source.

---

End of Category